Environmental, Social & Governance profile of TJ Squared

Being a truly international company, we at TJ Squared acknowledge the responsibilities we have towards
the global environment, our customers, the local environment and our stakeholders. As an organisation
that designs, technically develops, produce, assemble, co-packs and ships numerous visual merchandising
campaigns all year round, our operations affect communities, society and the environment in various ways.
In line with our CSR policy we have, since our inception, continuously been evaluating our impact. We are
aware that the typically production of visual merchandising displays is characterised by:
•

Ongoing consumption of a variety of materials

•

Assembling/attaching different materials to create the final display

•

Transportation to individual point of sale

•

Relatively short time usage

•

Local disposal

In an effort to, both minimize the negative impact our production has on the environment as well as to
optimize the positive impact created for society, we are constantly working to improve and progress our
set-up, from the cooperation with suppliers, over production at our assembly plant, to the service we offer
to our customers.
As a trusted partner to some of the world’s leading global brands within fashion, jewellery, timepiece,
eyewear, beauty, and home & living segments, it is of paramount importance to us that we not only aspire
to live up the customers Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) profiles, but also actively take our
efforts even further as we seek to challenge and surpass the norms and standards of our industry.
However, while good intentions are noble, they are worth nothing if not followed up by genuine actions
and this is the why we have decided to frame our efforts within the concrete context of the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), focusing on areas where we, after careful deliberation, believe we
will be able to contribute the most in driving a positive development for our planet.
At TJ Squared we are currently working with the 3 specific SDGs below.
•

SDG: 8, Decent work and Economic Growth.

•

SDG 12, Responsible consumption and Production.

•

SDG 15: Life on land.

To read more about the each of the goals and the individual initiatives related to each of them, please go to
the specific SDGs.
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As a framework, the UN SDGs is a solid foundation for breaking down of some of the largest issues our
world is facing today, turning lofty policy goals into more manageable sub-goals that most organisations
and individuals should be able to support in one way or another.
In our work with the UN SDGs, we have been through our complete value chain to pinpoint areas where we
perform well and areas where we can do more. The benefit of this approach is that we were motivated to
broaden our scope significantly and look at the entire environment that we are engaged in, not just limiting
initiatives to within our own organisation.
The UN SDGs have proved inevitable as guidelines for how to map our operation, making the process of
identifying potential initiatives much simpler and more straightforward while still ensuring that no process
is forgotten or left out.
SDG: 8, Decent work and Economic Growth.
The objective of United Nations Sustainable Development Goal no. 8 is the promotion of
sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and
decent work for all.
While being a rather large and ambitious goal, we believe that our individual efforts, accumulated with
those of other organisations and local governments can indeed make a difference. As more and more of
the lesser goals are achieved, the larger goal suddenly also seems much more attainable.
TJ Squared can by focusing mainly on our own operation and the environment where we operate, be part
of a positive trend that when aggregated dramatically improves economic growth and the work conditions
for some of the less fortunate people in this world. In order to focus our efforts where they do the best, we
are actively engaged in the following areas:
•

As an employer of local hires and international professionals in China, Denmark and England, we
seek to not only strictly comply with local laws and regulations, but actually take our obligation
further by exceeding and surpassing local standards.
Our Danish heritage is a guiding principle throughout the organisation, and we strive for a flat
hierarchical structure throughout the organisation, with little distance between management and
staff level, where each employee is given a large amount of freedom in their daily work and
encouraged to actively contribute with input to management.

•

Our Code of Conduct (CoC) is derived from the standards of the International Labour Organization
(ILO) and UN conventions. It guides how we conduct business, whether in our offices, assembly
plant or in the cooperation with suppliers. A cornerstone in our CoC is the respect for the
individual, regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation, political or religious views. We believe
inclusiveness, diversity and the ability to be who you are, are essential for the success of our
company as it helps us deliver the best of results to our customers.

•

Complementing the Code of Content, we have formalised the respect for the individual regardless
of race, gender, sexual orientation, political or religious views in our employee handbook. This
handbook proves the guiding policy when hiring new people, whether in our offices or assembly
plant.
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•

We favour cooperation with suppliers who have standards similar to our own. While we do
recognise differences in culture and local factors for suppliers, we firmly believe fundamental
human rights and basic requirements are universal when it comes to health, safety, and the
environment. Therefore, we have a zero-tolerance policy towards violations of basic human rights
such as amongst others forced labour and child work, discrimination or violence towards
employees and will not accept this in our value chain.

•

Via internal audits and external audits conducted by certified 3rd parties, we ensure that our
suppliers and we always live up to local and international labour laws, while offering salaries and
benefits minimum in accordance with national standards.

•

As a Sedex member (member no. ZC409318829) and via a Disney Facility and Merchandise
Authorization (FAMA) of our production facility, our customers have a guarantee from well-known
and trusted independent agencies that decent work environment and the wellbeing of employees
have top priority for TJ Squared.

•

We believe all people, regardless of abilities, have unique perspectives that contribute to broaden
the horizon of any cooperation. Unfortunately, however, for certain groups it might be particularly
hard to gain a foothold within today’s workplace. As an organisation of a certain size, we have a
responsibility to help right this wrong on an individual basis. Therefore, we will establish a mentor
project where we offer positions to disabled individuals and those with special needs. We hope this
program will give participants the experience and confidence to join the formal job market.

•

Through our greenhouse gas offsetting initiative we indirectly support a number of projects where
local job creation and additional revenue streams for vulnerable communities are added benefits
along the reduction of greenhouse gas (see SDG 12 below).
SDG 12, Responsible consumption and production.
The objective of United Nations Sustainable Development Goal no. 12 is to ensure
sustainable consumption and production patterns.

As a company that designs, develops and produces custom-made visual merchandising campaigns, this
development goal has always been the most obvious for us to focus on. Being a responsible partner to our
customers, we always try to minimize the negative effects any production undertaken by TJ Squared or any
of our suppliers have on nature and the surrounding environment.
From our base in Shanghai, we can request and actively control adherence to environmental guidelines
requested from our customers. This is further enhanced via onsite control carried out by our QC inspectors.
We are essentially a provider of custom-made visual merchandise (including providing design solutions)
who purchase all our raw materials and semi-finished goods from sub suppliers which we then consolidate
and assemble at our own in-house plant. Hence, we acknowledge that our direct influence over our
supplier’s value chain is somehow reduced. Where TJ Squared can really leverage its influence is through
our choice of supplier for collaboration on any given project. When considering the different strengths and
capabilities of our suppliers for any given project, environmental considerations are always important.
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However, instead of trying to directly control sub-suppliers 2 or 3 links down the supply stream, we have 3
ways to encourage suppliers to join us on improving consumption and production patterns:
1. Via formalised legally binding agreements standards that we ask our suppliers to sign (Such
as our General Terms & Conditions as well as our Code of Conduct).
2. Via audits internally or externally by independent 3rd party auditors.
3. Via formalised production and packaging specifications as well as guidelines.
We believe that these 3 channels of control, when combined, grants us a quite strong framework for
indirect control of the upstream supply chain managed by our suppliers.
•

Internally within our organisation consumption and production are arranged around the following
principles:
o

Environmental considerations and suppliers. In order to limit excessive emissions, we
typically include considerations about transport as early as the project design phase. As
transport of raw materials and semi-finished components is responsible for much of the
CO2 emissions within our part of the supply chain, we continuously try to limit the distance
goods need to be transported as part of the production. In relation to this, we also always
consolidate goods in as few batches as possible when arranging deliveries from suppliers.
That way we limit the number of trips made to our assembly plant and as a result also the
amount of CO2 emitted.

o

Sustainable raw materials. When developing projects/campaigns we spend considerable
time weighting the pros and cons of various materials, surface treatments and bonding
solutions. For the solutions we provide to our customers, we offer environmentally friendly
alternatives such as solutions made from sustainable raw materials as well as recycled
material to the extent that this can feasibly be achieved while still meeting the customers’
requirements. For wood derived products, such as paper, cardboard and MDF we always
recommend using FSC certified wood products (see also next SDG goal).

o

Promoting environmental thinking at TJ Squared. We continuously inform and encourage
our staff to take part in environmentally sustainable behaviour and practices. At our offices
as well as at our assembly plant we promote due diligence in resource conservation and all
trash is sorted and recycled to the largest extend possible. We encourage all our employees
to use public transportation to and from work by offering subsidies to the employees. Work
related travel is also done via public transport or by company electric car.

o

Raw material management and wastage. In order to limit wastage throughout the value
chain of any campaign, we include raw material optimization in the design and planning
phase before any actual production has been initiated. Suppliers are pushed to utilise raw
materials to their fullest extend and we expect them to play an active role in our
conservation efforts. When goods reach our in-house assembly plant, we continually track
resources via daily reporting to the Key Account Manager responsible for the project. In
order to avoid wasting precious materials we use surplus raw materials and packaging
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material from old campaigns in subsequent campaigns, whenever possible. Additionally,
we track production flaws and wastage for every campaign so as to continuously improve
and reduce unnecessary consumption in future campaigns.
o

Continuous improvement of products and packaging. For products we are constantly
working to improve our knowledge of new and better raw materials and production
techniques, so that we can constantly provide both better and more environmentally
friendly options. Via our experience with numerous materials and techniques we hope to
become the natural go-to partner, not only for current projects, but also on more general
and strategic material choices for future projects. For electrically driven installations, we
recommend our customers use solar powered applications unless other solutions are
preferred, in an effort to avoid battery replacement or the need for electricians when
installing campaigns.
For packaging we have phased out Styrofoam as our standard protection material and we
strongly encourage customers to disregard it as a feasible option for packaging as well,
unless under very specific circumstances. Currently we are in the process of overhauling
our entire packaging concept, replacing plastic-based protection materials with paper and
cardboard based alternatives to the largest extend possible. Our goal is to have finalised a
new packaging concept, that we can present to our customers medio 2022.
Both products and packaging are part of our continuous efforts to reduce resource wastage
and improve recycle rates after use. By continuously working on compiling an internal
“knowledge bank” of best materials to use from an environmental, economic and
functional point of view, we wish to equip our employees with the best knowledge in order
to guide customers on material choices as early as already in the initial design phase of a
project. As part of our knowledge bank, it is our goal to commit to a certain percentage of
recycled materials being used in every category (depending of course on the material
requirements by the customer).
We strive towards designing our items and packaging so that the various components can
be disassembled and disposed together with similar materials. By doing so we want to
encourage proper disposal and hence a higher likelihood of material recycling, within the
renovation streams of individual markets and customer locations.

o

o

Distribution We will always encourage customers to receive their custom-made visual
merchandising displays forwarded from us via sea transport. Although the delivery time is
longer than with other modes of transport, shipping emits much less CO2 per kg of goods
transported than for example airfreight (over the same distance) and hence sea transport
proves the best solution for the environment. When preparing materials for transport, TJ
Squared will always optimise shipments to the largest extend possible, limiting the number
of individual batches to a minimum and thereby eliminating CO2 emissions from multiple
unnecessary transports.
Installation. We will always try to facilitate smooth and easy setup of any item that we
supply to our customers. Visual merchandising items supplied by TJ Squared are delivered
with comprehensive installation guides where this is required, either in the form of
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manuals or videos with step-by-step instructions. Through this initiative we want to help
our customers and the staff in the individual shops or points of sale so that they are able
independently setup and install their new visual merchandising items, without relying on
expensive external construction crews. This way the customer saves money, and the
environment is spared the extra transport of such a crew to and from the individual shops.
•

As part of our efforts to minimise the environmental impact of our operations we have committed
to offsetting all greenhouse gasses emitted from transport of finished Visual Merchandising
materials. From the 1st of January 2022, TJ Squared has been calculating the CO₂ equivalent of all
greenhouse gasses emitted when any mass production order is shipped to our customers. Through
annual volunteer contributions equal to the accumulated amount of calculated emissions TJ
Squared will in full offset the environmental impact of all shipments, regardless of transportation
mode. All offsetting contributions will be done through the international portfolio of greenhouse
gas reducing projects of a Swiss non-profit organisation that we have partnered with.

•

Our Swiss partner is a professional climate protection organisation engaged in more than 140
emission reducing product projects spread across 41 countries globally. All projects are certified to
international standards such as Gold Standard, Plan Vivo and REDD+ ensuring that TJ Squared’s
contributions do in fact go to worthy causes, that make a difference for the environment.
Projects selected by our partner have been chosen not only based on the amount of greenhouse
gasses they reduce, but also on how the projects contribute to a wider sustainable development
through the UN Sustainable Development Goals. This aligns perfectly with the focus areas of TJ
Squared’s own ESG, with several projects contributing to SDG 8, 12 and 15 at the same time.

•

Through our offsetting initiative we support several initiatives within the portfolio of our partner
aimed at promoting sustainable consumption and production partners within their respective
communities. These projects include plastic recycling, biogas facilities as well as local sourcing and
manufacturing of kitchen appliances, just to mention a few of the added contributions made to
SDG 12, besides reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
SDG 15: Life on land.
The objective of United Nation Sustainable Development Goal no. 15 is to protect, restore
and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainable manage forests, combat
desertification, halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss.

At TJ Squared we believe in a world where production and economic development can coexist with
biodiversity and the sustainable use of land-based resources. We have a responsibility towards future
generations to conduct our operations in a way, so we avoid predatory use of terrestrial resources and
avoid land degradation, while still remaining competitive and nimble enough to offer our customers the
best possible visual merchandising solutions in the market.
While we work with many different raw materials in our line of work, one of the most used material
categories we constantly keep returning to is wood and material derived from wood (including paper,
paperboard and cardboard). Therefore, it is only natural that our focus in this SDG will have a strong
emphasis on responsible forest management and sustainably felled sources of wood.
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For us, it is not only a question of ensuring that we continue to have access to wood as a material for our
custom-made visual merchandising displays, it is just as much a calling to do the right thing in an area
where our action have the highest chance of generating an impact. When acting as purchaser of woodderived products for use in the customers custom-made visual merchandising projects on behalf of our
customers, we are in a good position to get our requirements heard regarding sustainable grown and
legally felled wood derivatives.
Although our setup, as a design company and provider of custom-made visual merchandise, initially makes
it harder to confirm the origins of wooden material, we believe that we through independent 3rd party
certification have the best chances of safeguarding sustainable forest management and the protection of
local biodiversity.
•

To the largest extend possible, TJ Squared offers Forrest Stewardship Council (FSC) certified wood
derivatives (paper, cardboard, MDF etc.) for both campaign items and packaging materials, unless
specified otherwise by the customer. As FSC certified wood has become more accessible and
recognised world-wide, previous issues of price and availability are hardly limitations anymore, and
such a certification provides peace at mind for the customer that products live up to strict rules for
the origin of the wood. sustainable forest management.

•

At TJ Squared we will always prefer FSCs certified wood material as it offers a formalised setup to
guarantee the environmental integrity of the raw materials. Through FSC’s Chain-of-Custody (CoC)
mechanism we are able to track wood derived materials throughout the full value chain and all the
way back to the sustainably managed forest where it originally came from.

•

Via an FSC certification of our organisation (License Code FSC-C135650) customers can rest assured
that we not only ask for FSC certified wood from our suppliers, but also “walk the walk” ourselves
when it comes to procuring sustainably grown wooden raw materials for items assembled in our
own facilities.

•

Several of the projects that TJ Squared supports through our offsetting initiative are aimed at
conserving and restoring local biodiversity and ecosystems in their local environment. The portfolio
of our partnered through which we offset all transport to our customers, range from initiatives to
reduce trees harvesting, over the renaturation of wetlands, to the protection of vulnerable
rainforests. These initiatives all help to promote a more sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems
and combat the loss of biodiversity (see SDG 12 above).
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